Abstract—Nowadays, the importance of energy saving is clearance to everyone. By attention to increasing price of fuels and also the problems of environment pollutions, there are the most efforts for using fuels littler and more optimum in everywhere. This essay studies optimizing of gas consumption in gas-burner space heaters. In oven of each gas-burner space heaters there is two snags to prevent the hot air (the result of combustion of natural gas) to go out of oven of the gas-burner space heaters directly without delivering its heat to the space of favorite environment like a room. These snags cause a excess circulating that helps hot air deliver its heat to the space of favorite environment. It means the exhaust air temperature will be decreased then when there are no snags. This is the aim of this essay to use maximum potential energy of the natural gas to make heat. In this study, by the help of a finite volume software (FLUENT) consumption of the gas-burner space heaters is simulated and optimized. At the end of this writing, by comparing the results of software and experimental results, it will be proved the authenticity of this method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the sake of increasing price of all kind of fuels and prevention of petering their reservoirs, the efforts of all scientists and governments is fewer and optimum consumption of fuels like oil and natural gas. One of the gas consumers is gas space heater or gas-burner space heaters. There are two methods for optimizing of natural gas consumption of gas-burner space heaters: 1- Theoretical methods-2- Experimental methods. Experimental methods are so accurate and expensive and need so many times to use. It means this method is not the exclusive method for analyzing; besides, the theoretical methods in spite of their inexpensiveness and shortness are not accurate as experimental methods. Then to use both advantages of these to methods, after simplifying and simulation of the phenomenon, the results will be compared with the experimental results to prove the authenticity of the theoretical method. Gas-burner space heaters are some systems to warm environment by burning fuels like natural gas and converting the potential energy of fuels to heat. There are some activities to simulate the gas-burner space heaters in other countries by some other softwares like Fire [1]. But because of their different methods this study is new as an innovation. There are so suggestions for changing some parts or all parts of the gas-burner space heaters to optimize their consumptions on the base of the Fourier’s law [2] and Newton's chilling law [2] for conduction and convection like: 1- Changing substances of gas-burner space heaters body by a better conductive substance like cupper instead of the steel (increase the conductivity coefficient of the equation no. 1). 2- Adding fins on the body of gas-burner space heaters or it’s oven to increase the area of convection on the base of equation no. 2 3- Adding some fans for better convection on the base of equation no. 2 4- etc .By the reason of high prices it is recommended that do something that don’t negative affect on the total price of product. In this essay, at the first, one of products of an Iranian factory 1 is simulated by the control volume software, FLUENT, and then by changing the shape of the snags in the oven of gas-burner space heaters it will be a lower temperature in exhaust air that mean there will be more heat transfer to the space of favorite environment like a room. The snags in the oven of gas-burner space heaters are a short metal band in front of balcony of the oven. These snags cause a excess circulating that helps hot air deliver its heat to the space of favorite environment more than when they are not in their seated. Making and changing these snags are very simple and inexpensive.

II. GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERISTICS, ASSUMPTIONS AND SOLVING METHOD

First simplify is changing the problem from 3D to 2D environment. The shape of the oven before optimization is conforming to Fig. 1. Instead of simulation of combustion, there is a velocity inlet with value of 0.01 m/s and temperature of 1000 K. In the other hand the stage of after combustion is simulated and there was no necessity to having combustion. As it is seen outlets are two holes in the upper part of the oven. The stream of the air in the oven is slow and quiet then the thermodynamic properties are constant. The density is constant on the base of Nelson-Obert generalized compressibility charts [3] for nitrogen instead of air in these conditions. The problem is solved in steady state – steady flow condition because the time of unsteady condition can be

---

1 Ghaynar Khazar Tabriz Industrial Co.
ignored in front of steady state-steady flow condition because of shortness. The temperature of software is conforming to these conditions (300 K and 1 atm). The only parameter that is changed is the pair of snags. The conditions of FLUENT are “Solver: Segregated, Space: 2d, Gradient option: Cell-based, Time: Steady”. There are \( \rho = 1.225 \text{ kg/m}^3 \) and \( C_p = 1.006 \text{ j/kg.K} \). \( \mu = 1.7894 \times 10^4 \text{ kg/m.s} \) for the air in the software. The mesh properties are “Tri”, “Pave” with the distance of 0.2.

### III. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS

In Fig. 1 and 4, the ovens are showed in 2D environment. All the walls have convection heat transfer. But the snags because of little area have not convection heat transfer. The equations of Fourier’s law, Fourier’s chilling law, continuity, momentum and energy for a two dimensional, quiet and constant thermodynamic properties are as below:

\[
\begin{align*}
q &= -k \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right) \\
q &= hA\Delta T \\
\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} &= 0 \\
\frac{\partial (uv)}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial (uv)}{\partial y} &= -\frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial P}{\partial x} + \frac{\mu}{\rho} \left[ \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y^2} \right] \\
\frac{\partial (uv)}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial (uv)}{\partial y} &= -\frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial P}{\partial y} + \frac{\mu}{\rho} \left[ \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial y^2} \right] + \beta \rho \left( T - T_{room} \right) \\
\frac{\partial (uT)}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial (vT)}{\partial y} &= \alpha \left[ \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial y^2} \right]
\end{align*}
\]

### IV. RESULTS

After simulation of oven of gas-burner space heaters the temperature of outlet stream is 517 K in software that its error is about 1%. Meantime \( \text{CO}_2 \) of the result is 6.4%. Then according to the references [4, 5, 6], the total efficiency is 69%. But after changing the snags the best shape of snags is “~.” that its result in software is temperature 486 K and the results of experimental test is 506 K that the error of software is about 4%. The percentage of \( \text{CO}_2 \) is 6.6. The growth of \( \text{CO}_2 \) shows more \( \text{O}_2 \) is consumed it means the combustion is more complete than the previous stage. It is proved by achieving the total efficiency that is 74%. It is necessary to state the instrument that is used to measuring the real temperature of exhaust air is CE MultiTester (model: MI 2094) that is so accurate. [7]

Comparing the two figures (3 and 7) shows in the case of snags of “~” more heat can achieve to upper wall of the oven. Then the heat can be transferred better than previous case. In velocity contours (figures no 4, 8, 5, 9) show that hot air before going out of oven has high velocity. This mean this shape is caused that hot air in second case used more space than first case this is because of higher velocity in second case.

### V. CONCLUSION

Because of remaining of hot air in second case that is more than first case there is more heat transfer from oven to favorite space. This longer time causes longer distance that it means a bigger area for convection. Meantime because the most of heat transfer is by upper wall (because hot air goes up) the second case will help this condition, too.
Fig. 2 Schematic figure of 2D oven that shows the meshes for 1st case. The input edge is blue and output holes are red.

Fig. 3 Temperature contours for 1st case.

Fig. 4 Velocity contours for 1st case.

Fig. 5 Velocity vectors for 1st case.

Fig. 6 Figure of 2D oven that shows the meshes for 2nd case.

Fig. 7 Temperature contours 2nd case.
Fig. 8 Velocity contours 2nd case

Fig. 9 Velocity vectors 2nd case
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